TQS Puzzle: "Hollywood" by Linda Pumphrey

Linda Pumphrey created a quilt from Mountain Mist Pattern 44, copyright 1934. This pattern title was copyrighted during the Golden Age of Hollywood in the 1930s. The pattern for this piece says, "In answer to the demand for really new pieced quilt patterns, we offer this highly interesting original design that included appliquéd stars to heighten the effect." We feel it looks modern today.

Click here to see a photo of a "Hollywood" quilt actually made in 1934 by an unknown maker. (International Quilt Study Center & Museum).

Watch Linda Pumphrey in Show 2212: For the Love of Red and White.

HollywoodbyLindaPumphrey - 35 Pieces Non-Rotating
HollywoodbyLindaPumphrey - 100 Pieces Non-Rotating
HollywoodbyLindaPumphrey - 300 Pieces Non-Rotating
HollywoodbyLindaPumphrey - 35 Pieces Rotating
HollywoodbyLindaPumphrey - 100 Pieces Rotating
HollywoodbyLindaPumphrey - 300 Pieces Rotating
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